DATE OUT:  

SUBJECT: PRODUCT CHEMISTRY REVIEW OF: A MANUFACTURING-USE [ ] OR AN END-USE PRODUCT [✓]
DP Barcode: 0226969 Reg. No. or File Symbol No.: 65402-1

TO: (PM Team Reviewer) PM Team No. 31 Marion Johnson / Martha Terry

FROM: (Chemist/Date) Anna Skapes 6-26-96 Product Chemistry Review Section Registration Support Branch/RD (WH705W)

THRU: Harold Podall, Ph.D., Section Head Registration Support Branch/RD (WH7505W)

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION REVIEWED AND FINDINGS

Registrant is proposing minor formulation amendment by adding to existing formula [REDACTED], which will act as a catalyst to reach peroxyacetic acid/hydrogen peroxide/acetic acid equilibrium more rapidly.

Revised updated confidential Statement of Formula dated 5-1-96 is in compliance with PR Notice 912; it agrees with the label and is acceptable.

This minor change in formula, addition of [REDACTED] should not require additional efficacy data.

Anna Skapes
6-26-96